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LABORATORY WORKSTATION DESIGNS 

Regardless of YourRegardless of Your
Laboratory Requirements…Laboratory Requirements…
Hampden Can ProvideHampden Can Provide
SolutionsSolutions

Hampden specializes in laboratory solutions for your needs.
We don't believe in a “one solution fits all” product. Instead,
we have the ability and the design know-how to provide you
with the product that makes the full use of your laboratory
environment a reality.
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WORKSTATION DESIGNS

� Stationary Workbenches

� Mobile Workbenches

� Solid Maple Surfaces

� Thick Wood Core with Plastic 
� Laminate

� Single Work Surfaces

� Back-to-Back Work
�Surfaces

� Bases with Drawers

� Bases with Cabinets

� Benches with Power Strips

� Benches with Turrets

� Variety of Colors and Textures

Start with one of Hampden's core workbenches and…
add the options and accessories that meet your requirements

Hampden's vast array of components includes:

Model WB-8A-C

Model WB-6A
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WORKSTATION DESIGNS

Select from these popular configurations…
or let us “put it all together” for you and your students

Hampden Laboratory Stations—
The #1 Choice for Functionality and Durability

MODULAR DESIGNS

262-14 262-15 262-16                      262-17                    262-18 262-20 262-41262-13262-11
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WORKSTATION DESIGNS

TURRETS

Standard Products…Designed to Meet Your Growing Needs!
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WORKSTATION DESIGNS

POWER SUPPLIES/SERVICE OUTLETS

Hampden can customize your workstations with the highest quality 
service outlets and AC/DC variable voltage power supplies 

Hampden will design a turret to fit your specific needs!

Whatever your needs:
- Fixed Power
- Variable AC
- Variable DC
- Single Phase 120/240 
- Three Phase 120/208

we can provide them.

If your focus is on storage components or
lockable storage, we can develop any
design for your lab. 

Our standard array of turrets are available
in any height-width-depth or we can design
a turret to fit your specific needs. 

Depending on the program you're teach-
ing, Hampden has the right mix of equip-
ment, from the power supplies to meters
to oscilliscopes to function generators. 

We will design your bench and turret to fit
your equipment needs.

Our power supplies carry a UL label 
providing safety and security for your 
equipment and students. 

Whether it is large or small, 
Hampden has the power supplies for you.
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WORKSTATION DESIGNS

Hampden's factory engineers can provide solutions for your
specialized educational workstation requirements

SPECIAL BENCHES / STORAGE

There is never enough storage in any lab.   Hampden can help!!   With our standard stor-
age benches, and benches that fit the space in your lab and your equipment, any solution
can be designed and realized. 

"If you can imagine it, we can build it."  Storage is an important part of your lab. 
We can help you with this for now and in the future.
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WORKSTATION DESIGNS

THE POSSIBILITIES ARE ENDLESS …

Look to Hampden to design a lab that fits your exact specifications

No matter what height, size, color, or config-
uration you want or are required to have, we
can help you to achieve the lab that works
for you.

Whether it's a computer integrated bench or
a standard work table, let Hampden be your
guide to equipping your lab.
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